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Conference Program

Date: 24th, 25th, 26th November 2023

Here's a detailed schedule of the

conference program 

Registration deadline is


30th June 2023
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Registration Process


Registration Amount USD 3500 (all inclusive)


All participants invited to attend the conference must follow the registration process. Participants will sign in at 

the venue, register, and collect the conference materials. All this will be at the entrance of the platform.

Opening ceremony

The registration process will be followed by the openings ceremony, which appreciates the participants 

presence. Then, the conference chair, keynote speakers, and other guests will deliver speeches. Finally, a photo 

session and welcoming note will create a healthy discussion atmosphere.

After that, there will be discussions, presentations, and question and answers. Poster/Video presentations may 
follow the above session. Also, educational visits and may conversations will benefit the convened individuals 
and the field.

Presentations, Questions, Answers and More 


Participants will have information about the designated rooms / 

booths according to the topics. Then, they are requested to reach 

the rooms and submit their presentation as a ppt/pdf to the 

concerned organizers so they can copy it to their laptops.
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THREE TREMENDOUS DAYS OF INNOVATIONS.

About Business Startup Expo

Join Zoom Startup team innovation for three days of learning, inspiration, 
and creative Event. Investors/Inventors around the Globe will attend the 
Conference. Make connections, strike deals, and launch creative ideas 
into overdrive!

Organized by Zoom Startup in Greater Toronto Area (Canada), the Zoom 
Startup gathers thousands of Business executives/Entrepreneurs to learn 
from a program of Zoom Startup business thought leaders.

The Forum focuses on the new and innovative ideas most relevant to 
business leaders today and aims to help leaders as they face the 
challenge of steering their teams and organizations.

Our goal is to promote new thinking and inspire action, while also offering 
a unique opportunity for networking with like-minded professionals.

01.

02.

03.

A PRISMATIC 
OPPORTUNITY

Email us for further details

info@zoomstartups.ca

Call us

+1 (416) 660 4771 / +1 (905) 662 1818 

For more details

www.zoomstartups.caRegistration's last date is 


30th June 2023

Who can attend Zoom Business 
Startup Conference?
Investors

Investors, innovators, startups, and scale-ready enterprise 
partners, advisors, and capital. It’s a one-stop opportunity to 
gauge fast-growing players through pitch competitions and 
discover investment gems across the entrepreneurial 
landscape.

Zoom Startup Conference is a one-of-a-kind experience 
where investors, entrepreneurs, startups, and Industry 
leaders gather to connect and foster new collaborations. It’s 
the place to explore transformational technologies, assess 
emerging talent, and discover bold solutions to urgent local 
and global challenges.

Entrepreneurs

Zoomstartups will give you access to investors, thought 
leaders, and fellow entrepreneurs through keynotes, panels, 
pitch events, and informal networking opportunities.

Industry Leaders & Researchers

Zoomstartup feature’s multiple programming streams for 
discovery, sharing, and deeper learning in emerging and 
transforming industries.

Business Development & Professional Services 
Advisors

Zoomstartups showcases solutions to support the startup, 
scale-up, and commercialization of innovative new products 
and services.

Thank You for joining us!
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